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Armless Inspirational Motivational Speaker;
"No Such Thing As Can't"
http://www.kmprod.com/speakers/alvin-law

Bio

ForAlvin Law, having no arms as a child was little more than an obstacle. His
family taught him that he could be whatever he wanted to be, and that
anything was possible with hard work and a proper attitude. Today, Alvin is
one of Canada’s most sought-after inspirational speakers. [morelink]
Topics

Alvin Law's Speaking Presentations:

There Really Is No Such Word As Can’t
Focus: change management, culture, accountability;
Format: opening or closing keynote;
Alternate titles: There’s Always Something You Can Do; When Amazing is Your Normal
In this presentation, your audience will learn how to adapt to and embrace change, and recommit
to their role in your organization. There are no buzzwords or jargon here - just Alvin using his
story and his life to model adaptability, resilience and drive, and inspire your people to stop

seeing problems, and start seeing possibilities. By the end, they will see themselves as champions
who can make the company and its people more successful, and be excited to jump in and take
ownership of their role in the process.

The Attitude Effect
Focus: leadership, for leaders, personal leadership
Format: opening or closing keynote
You’ve probably heard of The Butterfly Effect - a principle of chaos theory which states that a
butterfly flapping its wings in New Mexico, at the right point in space and time, can cause a
hurricane in China. It might take a while, but the connection is real. It’s an interesting way of
expressing the fact that seemingly very small actions can have drastic effects.
The Attitude Effect works the same way. A team leader, manager, supervisor or C-level executive
with a poor attitude tends to pass it on to employees and co-workers, lowering morale and
creating a negative work environment. And employees tend to pass it on to customers...who then
decide to take their business elsewhere. To put it plainly, a leader with a bad attitude can have a
drastic effect on the productivity and profitability of the entire company. [morelink]

Yes, You Can: 5 Steps to Successfully Overcome Anything
Focus: team-building, employee engagement, employee appreciation/motivation
Format: opening or closing keynote; half-day workshop; breakout session
No matter who we are or what our job title is, one thing is true: we are all the leaders of our own
lives. We are all creative problem solvers, and we all have unique value we bring to our personal
and professional relationships. Thing is, we don’t always remember this about ourselves...or
about our friends, family, co-workers, employees and team members. Caught up in the day-to-day
grind, it’s pretty easy to forget. [morelink]

Alvin Law is represented by K&M Productions for speaking engagements. For more information,
Alvin Law's speaking schedule, fees & booking Alvin Law, contact us.

